Prosecutor Exchange Program
• PEP currently has participants from over 60 different prosecution agencies from around the globe.

• Designed to be flexible to meet needs of participants:
  – One way exchanges
  – Bi-lateral exchanges
Goal of the PEP

• Building relationships between prosecution offices

• Sharing of expertise and experience among prosecution offices

• Contribute to the professional development of prosecutors and the offices that they serve
How the PEP works

Participating office should be an organizational member of the IAP

• Nominate a PEP Coordinator for the office
  – Should be a senior person in the office

• Register: Participating Office registers with the PEP

• When a new PEP participant joins the program, all existing PEP participants are notified.
How to Register

• Contact Nicola Mahaffy, one of the PEP coordinators for the IAP.
  
  – Nicola.mahaffy@gov.bc.ca

Nicola will walk you through the process
Registering with the PEP

• When Registering:
  – Provide name and contact information for the PEP coordinator for the office
  – State area of interest in the PEP
    • Mentoring other prosecutors, training, sharing knowledge, professional development opportunity, etc.
  – Indicate if the office would like to send a prosecutor to another office or receive a prosecutor into their office?
  – Indicate if the office has expertise in a particular which they are willing to share through training and mentoring.
  – Indicate if the office is seeking assistance or training in a particular area
  – State time range for exchange (eg: 2 weeks, 3 months, etc...)
How the PEP Works

Once registered:

– All of the information is put into a PEP manual which is updated and sent out to all of the PEP participants

– PEP participants must proactively review the manual and seek out and connect with other offices that have skills and interests that are a match
– IAP does not coordinate exchanges

– IAP provides PEP participants with the contact information and the interests of the other participants

• Up to offices to arrange and coordinate exchanges
For more information, please contact: Nick Cowdery or Nicola Mahaffy

ncowdery@optusnet.com.au

nicola.mahaffy@gov.bc.ca